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J'citutifit !mtricau. 
THE VALKYRIE. up stairs. Bishop, blindfolded, had the secretary's 

The acceptance by Lord Dunraven of the somewhat hand placed upon his own, and then led the party 
modified conditions that are to govern future contests down stairs. He found the book w ithout difficulty, 
for the America's cup virtually assures an interna- turned over the pages rapidly till he came to the 
tional yacht race in the autumn. To be sure, it is page where the name appeared, then, skimming hii! 
within the range of possibilities that the Royal Yacht fingers over it, gradually settled upon the worn itself, 
Club will not agree to the conditions imposed upon although he was not then told what the word was. All 
thos!! who may hereafter be the trustees of the cup, in this had been done while he was blindfolded, and 
which case all negotiations looking to the race would Bishop had been getting into a very excited state. 
likely enough cease. But this is improbable. So far On being led back up stairs, he proposed to tell what 
both sides have shown a disposition toward accommo- the word was in a manner which would demonstrate 
dation; a sportsman-like spirit seems to have animated that" muscle reading," as it is called, had nothing to 
the diSCUSSion, now happily closed, and even to the do with the performance. He asked all to stand back, 
most uninterested observer the cup committee of the and, insisting that the secretary should think intently 
New York Yacht Club would seem to have con- of the word, stood apparently in a state of half con
ceded all that was prudent, all that was fair, and con- sciousness, the bandage covering his eyes and other 
sidering the terms under which the cup was originally parts of his face. Soon he said, .. I think it is a 
entered for and won, far more than could have been name." After further apparent.Iy intense mental effort, 
fairly demanded. The America sailed against the fleet he exclaimed nervously, "Give me something to write 
at Cowes, and two decades later, when the Cambria with." Being handed pencil and paper, without an in
came over to sail for the lost cup, she, in like manner, stant's hesitation he wrote, "Townsend," not in natu
sailed against a fleet. In the following year her owner ral form, but as the word would appear written on 
brought over the Livonia, and the New York Yacht paper and reflected in a mirror. .. That is it," he 
Club, to guard against the chances of mishap where so exclaimed, and, as the persons about burst into ap
many sail on the same course, selected several schooners plause, Bishop stiffened out and sank back uncon
to sail against her, reserving the right to select a par- scious. 
ticular one on the morning of the race. A little reflec· Dr. I rwin assured the others that it was only one of 
tion will show that this was not, what it has often been the cataleptic fits to which Bishop was frequently sub
called, and what, indeed, at the first blush it seemed, an ject, and was not dangerous. Bishop was stretched on 
unfair advantage. For it is conceded that the entire the floor, and soon, under the care of the doctor, began 
fleet was fairly entitled to sail against the stranger, to show signs of returning consciousness. When he 
and these selected schooners, being part of it, would was able to sit up, though apparently only half con
have been in the lists together against her where now, scious, the doctor was explaining something of the 
to save sea room, they were pitted singly. physical features of the case to those present, stating 

Later on, the better to encourage such contests, a that the peculiar backward fashion in which the name 
single yacht was selected, thus generously giving up was written might be accounted for by the fact that the 
an obvious advantage, for the best boat often has to original reflection of everything seen by the eye is in
give way to an inferior because of phenomenal weather, verted as in a mirror, and is reversed by the optic lens 
collision, or other mishap. on the way to the brain. Bishop, who had apparently 

In the present case there has been a contention that heard everything, interrupted the doctor and asked 
we should bring to the post a yacht of the same di- him to make it clear that what was written on the 
mensions as the challenger, the Valkyrie. If, it was scrap of paper was the exact copy of what appeared in 
urged, we were bent only upon keeping the cup, with his eye, and was writtf'n by him without conscious in
no desire to encourage international yacht racing, this tervention of the brain. 
was the safest policy; but that the requirements of Bishop was now so excited that the doctor ordered 
manly sport necessitated our giving the stranger a him to be taken to an upstairs room. His pulse was 
chance to win. If this were so, and yachtsmen of frightfully high, but he so strenuously insisted on doing 
means could yearly be found to build smaller or larger the trick over again that the doctor finally consented, 
boats, as the variously sized craft from abroad were as affording the best means of quieting him. The book 
beaten, a time would perhaps arrive, this theory being was brought, and Bishop, blindfolded, set out to find 
carried out to iis conclusion, when on the one hand'it the word again. He wandered over the book with 
might be demanded of us to compete against a cockle- great difficulty, but finally hit the righll page, found 
shell, or upon the other against a four-master schooner the word, and indicated it by a savage stroke of the 
of 2,000 tons. It is the history of all racing that the pencil across it. 
fastest holds the field till beaten. The old Ameri- The "mind reader" was now more exhausted and 
can Black Ball clippers to Liverpool, the Indiamen, excited than ever, and Dr. Irwin, fearing a nervous 
even the whalers bound to polar seas, crowded on all collapse, 8ent for Dr. C. C. Lee to help him. Bishop 
sail when a stranger came u p-stun's'les broadening had frequent spasms, and it was with difficulty that he 
out and skysails topping royals. No racing skipper could be held still. About 4 o'clock in the morning he 
ever turned a reef to accommodate a lagging stranger. had another violent cataleptic fit, and went from it 
If he was not long enough or'fast enough to keep up, into a state of coma, from which he had only moments 
he was expected to lengthen himself out in a ship yard of balf consciousness for two hours, but not a clearly 
or build anew. He could not expect the champion of conscious moment from 6 o'clock in the morning until 
the seas to clip his wings. In the present case, should a few minutes past noon, when his pulse and breathing 
the Volunteer be chosen in the trial race, and this, of ceased, and he was apparently dead. For fear that it 
course, is likely, she would, even with the handicap, might be only a cataleptic trance, powerful electric 
have a great advantage, there can be no doubt of that. cu'rrents wer!! applied, and for half an hour some sem
The extra length of the Valkyrie, which brings her uP. blance of life was maintained, but at last the current 
to 98 feet, is all overhang. She belongs to the 70 foot I ceased to have any effect, and the doctor said Bishop 
class, for a yacht gets her power from her hold on the I was unmistakably dead. The body was removed to 
water, her draught, her beam, and the ballast that an undertaking establishment, where, in the afternoon, 
gives the power of holding sail. . an autopsy was made by Dr. Irwin aDd Dr. Ferguson, 

• , • , • the pathologist of the New York Hospital. 
w. mvnw BISHOP, "MIND READER." The suddenness with which this autopsy was made, 

W. Irving Bishop, whose feats in what is called in the absence of authority from the friends or 
" mind reading" have made him widely known in this relatives of the deceased or from the coroner. has 
country and in Europe, died at a New York City club caused great feeling in the community. This is 
house in the early morning of May 13, under extraor- heightened by the fact that Bishop, his wife, and his 
dinary circumstances. There were present many men mother, were opposed to any autopsy, and especially 
of some prominence in New York society, and the even- desired that in the event of his supposed death at any 
ing had been passed until a late hour in the social in- time the body should be kept as long as possible, for he 
tercourse usual among club men, when Bishop, who: had frequently been in a state of almost seeming 
was an invited guest, was asked to give an exhibition I death for a good many hours, as a consequence of 
of his powers, He comillenced with what he called an : these cataleptic fits, as had also his mother. 
ordinary trick. On his leaving the room, one of the I The autopsy is said to have shown nothing to indi
club members took a small dagger and made the 1ll0- cate any cause of death, except the result of the great 
tion of stabbing another member, after which the dag- I nervous IItrain to which Bishop had subjected himself. 
wali hidden. Bishop was brought in blindfolded, and, I The brain was a little larger than usual for a man of 
witli the hand of the man who had hidden t.he dagger I his size, weighing 40 ounees. The gray matter was un
upon his own hand, quickly searched out the dagger, I usually dark in color, but there was 110 malformation 
and made a similar motion of stabbing the same man I or othl!r physical indication that the brain was other 
in the way it had been done when he was out of the than that of an ordinary man. The case is one, how
room. I ever, that is sure to attract wide attention in the medi-

Bishop then made light of the difficulty of this trick, cal fraternity, and the controversies about it com
and proposed to do something more astonishing. He menced on the very day the" mind reader" died. 
asked the secretary of the club to think of some word Bishop was born in Boston in 1856, and early ob
in the club's books of account or record. The secre- tained a reputation as a "mind reader." Some ten 
tary, with Dr. J. A. Irwin, of this city, who was an ac- years ago, in England, he attracted much attention by 
qua intance of Bishop, went down stairs where the what he did to expose the alleged tricks of Slade and 
books are kept. and selected the name of Margaret I other spiritualists, and did some surprising feats in 
'.rownsend, found in some records, both fixing the telling the numbers upon bank notes which he had not 
word "Townsend" in their mind, and noting just I seen. About three years ago, in Boston, he successfully 
where it appeared; they hid the book and went back diseovered a hidden article, to get at which it was 
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